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ABSTRACT
This paper presents SAM, a modular and extensible JavaScript framework for self-adapting menus on webpages. SAM allows control of two elementary aspects for adapting web menus: (1) the target policy, which assigns scores to menu items for adaptation, and (2) the adaptation style, which specifies how they are adapted on display. By decoupling them, SAM enables the exploration of different combinations independently. Several policies from literature are readily implemented, and paired with adaptation styles such as reordering and highlighting. The process—including user data logging—is local, offering privacy benefits and eliminating the need for server-side modifications. Researchers can use SAM to experiment adaptation policies and styles, and benchmark techniques in an ecological setting with real webpages. Practitioners can make websites self-adapting, and end-users can dynamically personalise typical static web menus.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI): User interface design;

1 INTRODUCTION
Several decades of work on adaptive menus has shown empirical evidence that they can improve the usability of complex interfaces [1, 4, 5, 16, 20]. However, most of these techniques have not been deployed or even released [1]. Technical and practical reasons can be identified. First, to improve adaptive interfaces, it is crucial to isolate and understand the different aspects of the adaptation process [7]. Second, implementing adaptive menus that work outside prototype systems remains a challenging task. Most graphical toolkits (e.g., Java Swing, Qt) only provide limited support for customisation [1]. Our goal is to support effective (re)use of theoretical and technical knowledge in adaptive menus to facilitate the transfer of this technology [17].

UI toolkits and frameworks have facilitated the implementation of software interfaces [13]. Similarly, we aim to support implementation and adoption of adaptive menus and interfaces. To this end, we present SAM, an open-source, modular and extendable JavaScript framework for the research and deployment of self-adapting menus on regular web pages and applications. SAM offers logging capability for modern browsers and permits full control of two elementary aspects of an adaptive menu: (1) a target policy, which determines relative importance of items and groups found within a menu, based on a user’s interaction history, and (2) an adaptation style, which specifies the visual changes made while adapting menu items (i.e., look and feel). By decoupling the two, it is possible to independently explore different combinations. To facilitate this, SAM includes several readily implemented adapted menus from the literature (e.g., [4, 6, 12, 20]). Finally, a key aspect of SAM’s design is to ensure privacy: the adaptation process—including user data logging and computation—is entirely local, and requires no server-side storage or modifications.

SAM targets researchers, practitioners, and end-users. Researchers can use SAM to experiment adaptation policies and styles, and compare with previously published ones, in ecological settings (with real webpages). Practitioners can make their websites self-adapting with minor modifications. Finally, end-users can dynamically personalise both the policy and the style of web menus which normally are static.

Our main contribution is the design and implementation of SAM, an open-source framework promoting ecological validity, replicability, and transfer of research on adaptive menus. To demonstrate the capabilities and usage of the framework, we implemented six policies and four styles issued from literature, leading to 24 different adaptive menus. We describe the code required to create a new design and integrate it in an existing web page.

2 RELATED WORK
This work is situated within two specific areas: (1) menu adaptation techniques and (2) automatic adaptation of webpages. We provide a brief overview of each as a precursor and motivation to SAM’s design.
Menu Adaptation

Several menu adaptation styles have been proposed [1, 3, 22]. For instance, frequency-ordered or folded menus move the most frequent items to the top of the menu [1, 9]. However, this approach does not maintain any visual consistency. To avoid this problem, split menus [16] duplicate the 2–5 most frequent items on the top of the menu so that the bottom part of the menu remains unchanged. This solution has been transposed from a single menu to the whole menu system [11]. Other approaches increase the saliency of some items by manipulating the size [4], the transparency [1], the background colour [20], or the delay of apparition [5, 9] of the items. Except [7], which studied three different menu adaptation styles and two policies, previous works generally rely on one "simple" target policy (i.e. item frequency) and do not study the combination of one or several styles. Moreover, these implementations and studies are restricted to specifically-developed software applications. This reduces the potential for adoption and replicability.

Adaptation of Webpages

AI techniques have been used to mine user logs for webpage adaptation [14]. PageGather [15] uses this to automatically create index pages by identifying candidate link sets on websites. However, all data logging and computation is done on the server-side, and the adaptation is constricted to creating new index pages. PageTailor [2] supports client-side customisation of webpages by the user, and saves the results for revisits. Similarly, [21] supports end-user link adaptation on webpages for better information discovery in long menus. These works lack policies for automatic adaptation. [8] automatically adapts pages based on styling issues related to accessibility, but does not continually adapt them based on usage and policies. [18] discusses automatic client-side web page layout adaptation to make them familiar to users based on usage histories. The adaptation is however limited to changes in positions. [10] develops an adaptive engine that took user’s touch input to adapt element style based on usage. Similarly to our work, this client-side engine applies a usage-based policy to adapt styles using web technologies. However, the system does not decouple the different aspects of the adaptation, and thus hinders the exploration of different combinations of policies and styles, or further expandability—which are the key goals of our framework.

3 SAM: THE FRAMEWORK

SAM is a client-side framework (Figure 1). By separating out the underlying modules, we enable flexibility and control over the adaptation process. In this section, we provide an overview of each module. The implementation is described in the following section.

**Menu Abstraction**

Webpage menus are defined as sets of elements, whose types and hierarchy tend to differ from one website to another. To address this diversity, SAM builds a single common abstraction of the structure of a menu. This representation is necessary to consistently capture menu usage and adapt them across very different websites.

**User Logging and Metrics**

SAM captures a user’s interaction history with menus, and stores this locally in a database. Currently, SAM records mouse clicks and time spent on each page. To extend logging capabilities, any event that can be captured on a webpage (e.g. cursor movements, eye tracking), can be logged by SAM, and used for further computations. SAM then computes usage metrics (e.g. click frequency or page visits) from user’s interaction history to update the selected target policy. While this history may include erroneous events (such as clicking the wrong item), they eventually become neglected as the system captures more legitimate events and self-corrects itself. Figure 2a shows some logged data for an example scenario.

**Target Policies**

Scores are assigned to all menu items (and/or groups) based on a target policy. While new policies can be easily integrated into SAM, we include a readily-available set of policies, adapted from literature:

1. **Item clicks frequency**: Items are assigned normalised scores based on the number of clicks [12, 16].
(2) **Page visits duration**: Items are assigned normalised scores based on the total time spent on the page they link to.

(3) **Page visits frequency**: Items linking to pages visited more frequently are assigned higher scores [18].

(4) **Page visits recency**: Items linking to pages visited more recently are assigned higher scores [18].

(5) **Serial-position curve**: Items are assigned normalised scores combining frequency, recency, and primacy [18].

(6) **AccessRank**: Items are scored according to the AccessRank algorithm [6], which includes recency, frequency, temporal clustering, and time of day as factors as well as a component for stability.

**Adaptation Styles**

SAM uses the score of each item (target policy) to apply the corresponding adaptation style to items. The number (N) of items to be adapted can either be specified as a fixed number, or as a function of the menu size. Currently, SAM includes the following styles:

(1) **Highlighting**: N items are highlighted using a contrasting background colour\(^1\) [19].

(2) **Item reordering**: Selected N items are moved to the top of the (sub-)menu [12].

(3) **Group reordering**: Selected N entire groups are moved to the top of the menu.

(4) **Folding**: Items with low scores are truncated from the menu [1].

SAM can include additional styles (e.g. transparency, size, font, borders, positions, etc.) and can combine them to form composite styles.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

SAM is implemented in Typescript\(^2\), a typed scripting language which is compiled to plain JavaScript. The only external dependency is jQuery\(^3\), which is used to facilitate Document Object Model (DOM) manipulations. To make SAM extendible, it has been split into multiples modules with different responsibilities (Figure 1).

**Menu abstraction.** Each element of adaptive menus (e.g. item, group) is associated with a node in the DOM. For a menu to adapt, a set of jQuery selectors must be provided to SAM, in order to fetch the nodes which form the structure of the menu in the webpage. Each element is then given a unique identifier, used to track them across pages and sessions. The identifier is determined by the node tag, id attribute, position among its siblings, and those of its ancestors.

---

\(^1\) Or any other effect which can be applied with CSS.

\(^2\) [https://www.typescriptlang.org](https://www.typescriptlang.org)

\(^3\) [https://jquery.com](https://jquery.com); the slim version suffices for SAM.

\(^4\) [https://www.w3.org/DO/](https://www.w3.org/DO/)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item label</th>
<th>Nb. clicks</th>
<th>Duration (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main page</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featured contents</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current events</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random article</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donate to Wikipedia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia store</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Interaction history.

(b) Highlighting by Visit duration.

(c) Highlighting by Click frequency.

(d) Item reordering by Click frequency.

Figure 2: Various adaptive menus produced by SAM on Wikipedia, given a single interaction history (a). Changing the target policy (b → c) or the adaptation style (c → d) both result in different adaptive menus.

<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/sam.css"></link>
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/sam.js"></script>

They then initialise the framework by calling the static builder method `fromSelectors` on the global SAM object—which is exposed in the global scope by `sam.js`. This step requires the DOM to be fully loaded:

```
$(document).ready(() => {
  SAM.fromSelectors(".menu", ".group", ".item");
});
```

Researchers. Researchers can extend SAM with new policies and styles. To do so, they must implement the `TargetPolicy` or `AdaptationStyle` interfaces, add the new class to the right internal array, and recompile the framework (by running ` grunt6`). For example, one could add a Magnify style which increases the font size of the 3 elements with the highest scores. By adding a CSS rule which increases the font size of all elements with class `sam-magnified`, the following snippet is sufficient to implement this style:

```javascript
public class Magnify implements AdaptationStyle {
  readonly name = "Magnify";
  readonly N = 3; // Number of items to select

  apply(menuManager, policy, dataManager) {
    let items = policy.getSortedItems(menuManager, dataManager).
      slice(0, N);
    for (let item of items) {
      item.node.addClass("sam-magnified");
    }
  }

  cancel() {
    ".sam-magnified".removeClass("sam-magnified");
  }
}
```

End-users. End-users can use SAM to adapt any web menu. This is achieved by injecting the SAM JavaScript library, the CSS file, and an initialisation script, in selected webpages, using a freely-available browser extension7. Moreover, by building a public repository of initialisation scripts (e.g. one per domain), end-users would not even have to specify the selectors to use by themselves. This could make menu adaptation on the web seamless and accessible to anyone, without requiring any technical knowledge.

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper has presented SAM, a JavaScript framework for developing and deploying adaptive menus on the web. It allows to compose policies and styles to easily explore new types of adaptive techniques. In the future, we aim to provide additional technical resources for inquiring user experience via studies which include adaptive menus supported by SAM. Furthermore, we intend to extend the framework with more policies and styles, which better cover existing literature.

7 We used Code Injector:
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